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Company profile
Founded in 1987 and headquartered in Mumbai (Bombay), India, Excel has been providing multitiered software solutions to major organizations in the public and private sectors spanning
industry segments as diverse as Pharmaceuticals and Mutual Funds. It has been a long, interesting
and empowering journey. Excel’s experience spans various domains including SCM, Production,
MRP, Sales and distribution and Finance.
Excel’s early days involved projects for apex organizations of the Govt. of India like the Ministry of
Civil Aviation, HUDCO, Tamil Nadu Urban Development, Karnataka Housing Board, Madras Port
Trust and so on.
Some of these projects were in conjunction with the World Bank and the European Community.
This created the platform to hone systems skills with international consultants in various domains
like finance, housing and urban development, port management and operational MIS at the
National level. While most software companies are capable of designing decent systems if they
have an insight into the actual business domain, implementation requires special attention and
specialized knowledge of the business processes. This is one of Excel’s major strengths.
In 1993, Excel decided to focus on the Indian Pharmaceutical Industry. The flagship product
Medico was launched to cater to the Pharmaceutical industry.

Excel’s partners
JDA: JDA is the world leader in SCM, Demand planning and forecasting, Warehouse automation
(Red Prairie). Excel is a strategic partner of JDA in India and SE Asia. Over 90% of the Fortune 500
companies worldwide use JDA for demand planning and forecasting.
Cloud Pact: Pioneers in mobile cross platform development frameworks, Cloud Pact offers the
Mowbly framework. Excel uses the Mowbly framework to develop mobile applications that work
seamlessly on Android, Blackberry, IOS and Microsoft devices.
With JDA and CloudPact, we deliver synergy – expertise and experience in multiple domains,
futuristic mobile technology, integrity, attitude and purpose.
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Medico Online SD
Excel’s flagship product Medico is a leading S&D solution for pharmaceutical companies. Built on
Java JEE7 and Oracle technologies, Medico has proven to be a mature and stable solution
addressing the sales and marketing requirements of a majority of Indian pharmaceutical giants.
Medico supports seamless integration with ERP systems of enterprises.
Medico is available in 4 versions covering the entire distribution supply chain from the factory to
the consumer Medico Online SD for large pharmaceutical enterprises
 Medico for large distributors with multiple clients
 Medico for wholesalers.
 Medico for Retail chemists or drug stores.
Several large manufacturers use Medico for SND at the national level – Boehringer, IndSwift,
ICPA, Palsons, Takeda, Medley to name a few. Medico has over 2000 installations countrywide.
Medico Online
Medico was a dominant sales and distribution enterprise product by early 1995. By 2001 Medico
was ported to Java client server technologies.
By 2006, the world woke up to the huge advantages of SOA (Service Oriented Architecture) and
BPM (Business Process Modeling). Major corporations like IBM, Oracle, Microsoft and others
started moving their development strategies towards SOA.
In 2007, Excel became an OEM partner with Cordys and decided to port Medico onto the Cordys
BPMS - a modern architecture that not only embraces the advances in architecting enterprise
solutions but also provides a robust, centralized architecture built to leverage enterprise
computing on the Cloud using Web 2.0.
Open Text Process Suite as the Cordys BPMS is now called, is a modern platform that provides, in a
single stack of technology, comprehensive capabilities for Rapid Application Development (RAD),
Application Integration using SOA and Business Process Management. Built on a unified
architecture, Cordys technology provides unparalleled ease, speed and flexibility for developing
Web based applications using state of the art capabilities such as AJAX, Web services and
executable Process models.
In 2016 we launched the latest version of Medico Online SD 4.5 built on open source Java Spring
and Hibernate with Oracle.
The new SD-Channel version was launched including support for consumer goods, electronics and
automobile industries. New features combined enterprise grade processes with retail and
wholesale sales capabilities, multiple currencies, multiple countries, multiple language support.
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Medico Online SD 4.5 – Sales & Distribution Enterprise Software
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Medico Online SD 4.5 – Packed with features for Indian Pharma distribution
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Medico eDSS Decision Support Systems & Enterprise-wide BI
Product of the month – CIO Review – August 2014.
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Excerpts from the article in CIO Review magazine about Medico eDSS
As quoted by CIO Review Magazine
The pharmaceutical industry is undergoing several fundamental changes. As the pressure
increases, pharma companies need to rethink and evaluate alternative business models, focusing
on technologies like BI tools. In order to build a significant market share in an expanding and
competitive drug market, pharma companies need information management solutions that allow
them to make better business decisions thereby maintaining revenue growth.
However, the BI tools available in the market today do collate information but they are more tuned
to detailed analysis at the corporate level and cater to analysts who have time to ponder over
reams of data and information. Sales people, field managers and people on the move need quick
and easy access to key information in simple practical formats with options to drill down, monitor
KPIs, keep an eye on HQ level profitability and respond to SMS / email alerts. Identifying a need for
an expansive BI solution that can be used by everybody across the organization, Excel Software &
Systems Pvt. Ltd. a provider of enterprise consulting software has created Medico eDSS, an
Enterprise wide Decision Support System and BI tool, which is more of an operational tool than an
analytical tool.
It is focused on providing organizations with summarized information and key performance
indicators that allow people in various roles in the organization, at different hierarchical levels to
quickly access and monitor information to take decisions in real time. It includes various domain
specific functionalities such as business logic, processes, workflows, alerts, controls and analysis.
Leveraging Industry Experience
Unlike an average BI installation that would have about 40-50 users, Medico eDSS can be used by
everybody in an organization, right from the CEO to the sales person. “The product’s objective is to
bring everybody in an enterprise on the same page,” says Uday Vijayan, M D, Excel Software &
Systems Pvt. Ltd. The forward looking tool has been developed by Excel, an independent software
vendor with experience in varied domains such as SCM, Production, MRP, Sales and distribution
and Finance.
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Medico SG
Medico SG is designed to manage the business processes related to allocation, warehousing and
reporting of samples and promotional inputs for Pharmaceutical enterprises. We have partnered
with many large pharmaceutical companies for similar Sample and Promo distribution
management assignments over the past two decades – Pfizer, Bayer, Novartis, Indoco, Takeda,
FDC, Unichem, Serdia, Vetoquinol, Alembic, Medley to name a few.

Objectives
Deploying Medico SG at your Pharmaceutical enterprise would typically involve the following
objectives:
 Provide a web based platform for the product management team to generate Physician
Samples (PS) and Promotional Input (PI) allocations in consonance with your enterprise’s
specific business rules and to monitor the fulfilment of these allocations at the warehouse
online.
 Provide facilities for online monitoring of Goods Receipts as per purchase orders for samples
and PI by the SCM team. Provisions for quarantining received stocks for QA approval.
 Provisions for online capturing of images of products received at the promotional input
warehouse so that product / brand managers can check out whether the product delivered is
as per P.O. specifications.
 Improve efficiency of dispatches at the warehouse by rule based auto dispatches conforming
with approved allocations by product management teams in different sales divisions.
 Improve performance at the warehouse by providing facilities for interfacing with
transporters, auto emails and SMS generation to field staff and concerned people at the
corporate office.
 Improve visibility of business processes to the field related to allocation and fulfilment of
allocation.
 Improve statutory and audit compliance via improved MIS, relevant reporting and Pharma
industry specific checks and controls.
 Provide a continuously improving IT solution incorporating rapid response times to changing
business needs.
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Medico SFA
Medico SFA is a sales force automation software application designed for the Indian
pharmaceutical industry. We can customize Medico SFA to suit your unique needs.
It includes the following features:











Doctors’ Call management and reporting system
Field expense claims and approvals with work flows
Field staffs’ leave application and approval
Stocks of samples at field staff level
Tour plan with deviations if any
Route mapping and fare charts.
Hierarchical drill down reports for managers.
Field expenses & approvals for CRM
Integration capabilities with Medico eDSS / other BI tools.
Monitoring key performance indicators in the field
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Client Profile:
International Funding Organizations
Karnataka Housing Board
Tamil Nadu Urban Development Project
Kharlands Development Program

- A World Bank project
- A World Bank project
- European Community

Apex organizations of the Government of India
Ministry of Civil Aviation
Madras Port (Ministry of surface transport)
BOI Mutual Fund
HUDCO

International Projects
ValuMedia.com – reverse auctions using mapping technology
Alban Communications (UK)

Large pharmaceutical enterprises
Pfizer India Ltd. (Pfizer, Wyeth Labs, PPIPL)
Bayer Zydus Pharma
Boehringer Ingelheim India Ltd - Germany
Novartis Ltd.
FDC Ltd.
Serdia Pharmaceuticals Ltd. - France
Takeda Pharmaceuticals – Japan
Vetoquinol – France
Ind-Swift Ltd.
Indoco Remedies Ltd.
ICPA Health Products Ltd.
Alembic Ltd.
Svizera Healthcare
Medley Pharmaceuticals Ltd.
Glenmark Laboratories Pvt. Ltd.
Marksans Pharmaceuticals.
Themis Chemicals Ltd.
Meyer Organics Ltd.
Unichem Ltd.
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Technical Note
1. The Medico Online sales and distribution system uses JEE7 technologies – Spring, Hibernate,
JQuery. Medico Online is a completely web based system with a centralized Oracle 11/12
database.
2. Medico eDSS, Medico SFA and Medico SG also use JEE7 technologies with the Struts
framework and Hibernate with Oracle / SQL Server.

Hardware Requirements (For all our products)
Servers
2 servers - an Application server and a Database server are recommended with the following
configuration:
Intel quad core single CPU, 32 GB RAM expandable, 4 x 1 TB GB HDD on RAID 10, Windows 2012
advanced server (64 bit).
The Medico Online, Medico eDSS & Medico SG applications will be deployed on the Application
Server. Oracle 11G and the main application schema will be deployed on the Database Server.

User machines (At warehouses / distributor / retail outlets and for H.O. users)
Intel i3 CPU, 4 GB RAM, 500 GB HDD, CD ROM drive, high resolution monitors, standard mouse
and keyboard. UPS with backup is necessary. Windows 7, IE version 9.0 and above is essential on
all user machines.

Connectivity
Standard broadband 2 MBPS connectivity is mandatory at all user locations. Backup connectivity
by way of data cards is recommended.

Software licenses
Medico Online uses Oracle 10G/11G. You need to acquire Oracle Standard One CPU licenses. SQL
Server web cal licenses 8-10 will be needed for Medico SG. The JSP and Java compilers, JDK
environment, Apache Tomcat / JBoss server software we use are all free public domain software
and need no separate licenses.
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What we bring to the table:
Domain Expertise: Excel has been catering to the pharmaceutical industry for over 18 years. We
are completely conversant with your requirements in the domain of sales and distribution, sales
administration, marketing and product management and samples and gifts distribution. Our
domain expertise spans several pharmaceutical companies across India with multiple businesses –
Ethical pharma, OTC, Generic, Veterinary, Speciality drugs, Medical devices.
Plug & play product: The Medico product suite consists of ready to use products which are easy to
configure and can be deployed immediately. Most of your customisation needs if any can be easily
incorporated since the architecture is open and specifically designed for this need. You can literally
plug and play with a deployment time of less than 4 weeks. It gives you an edge.
Cutting-Edge technology: Medico is built for the future on the latest Java EE7 framework and is
designed for SaaS deployment on the Cloud using Web 2.0. Integration with mobile phones, palmtops, I-pads, bar coding and integration with RFID devices can easily be added whenever required.
Security: Since Medico is designed for the Cloud, security is an important aspect of our
architecture.
Simplicity: Unlike other enterprise applications, the Medico product suite is simple to understand,
easy to deploy and can be easily handled by the end user in your organisation. Now you can forget
about heavy customisation and training budgets. Medico-SD enables you to handle the entire
Sales and Distribution and Finance functions without ever having to specify a debit or a credit.
Industry standard controls and processes: All our products are designed to be audited by global
consulting companies. Since we deal with both multinational as well as large Indian companies,
our systems and processes are standard, time tested and have passed through several audits.
ERP Integration in real time or batch mode – We can integrate in real time seamlessly with your
SAP or other ERP systems using SOA/ BPM technology. We are also adept at setting up data
bridges in a completely unobtrusive batch mode to pick up data from the ERP module or provide
data in specific formats to it.
Multi-Company, Groups of companies, multiple country operations: Even if your operations
involve groups of companies or if your operations involve multiple distribution networks in
multiple countries, Medico can handle this easily. This enables lightning-speed integration and
exception reporting across geographies.
Cost of sales: Integrating field costs incurred from the SFA system, cost of samples and PI from
Medico SG and other integrations with applications on the periphery, Medico eDSS keeps track of
the total cost of sales and can track the expenditure in each HQ and contrast it against the
budgeted expenditure for each HQ and the overall budget for the division or the SBU.
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Speed of implementation and migration from legacy systems: We can deploy and implement
Medico SD country wide in 4-6 weeks flat. We can migrate your existing masters, stocks and
outstanding to the new system quickly since we have pre-configured templates for this
purpose. Minimal training is required since the system in intuitive and easy to learn.
Service & support: At Excel, we believe in enduring client relationships. We help you with
database tuning, product upgrades, statutory changes and enhancements for a fraction of the
costs charged by the industry.

Conclusion:
The Medico Online, Medico eDSS, Medico SFA and Medico SG solutions bring to you the rich
Pharma specific functionality of Medico on SOA/BPM, JEE 7, Oracle and SQLServer platforms that
are conducive to fast responses to a changing business environment globally. SOA/BPM is the
latest technology platform and organizations like Oracle, IBM, Microsoft and many others globally
have embraced SOA for their future development.
When you bring in a new system, cutting edge technology coupled with complete functionality
corresponding to your domain is of paramount importance. The Medico Online suite is designed
with this in mind.
We would like an opportunity to meet you and demonstrate our products and expertise and
engage with your functional and operational decision makers to put together the ideal solution for
your unique needs.
We hope to play a vital role in the years ahead at your company and look forward to partnering
you in your growth.
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